
 
  

 

     Semester: Fall 2017 

This syllabus is a plan, not a contract.  Changes may occur during the term as the instructor deems necessary. 

 

I. On-Ground Course Information: 

 

 Course Title:  WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT 

 Course Number: 01-CIT-2013 

 Prerequisites: This is an introductory college-level course. No previous Web design 

experience is assumed, and no prior programming experience is required. 

 Credit Hours: 3 

 Required Textbooks and Supplies:  Web Design: Introductory, Fifth Edition, ISBN 13: 978-

1-285-17062-6; ISBN 10: 1-285-17062-8 

 Recommended Texts and Supplies: See Required Textbooks and Supplies  

 Course Description: This course offers the methodology and practice of such concepts as web 

preparation guidelines, web design principles, implementation procedures, and the maintenance 

and improvement of a functioning web site using the latest in HTML editor, graphic, and 

animation software applications. 

 

 

IV. Learning Outcomes: Upon completion of this course, students will be able to do the following: 

1. Define and describe in detail the six steps in developing a solid Web Site design plan. 

2. Demonstrate an in-depth understanding of Web design concepts and techniques that are essential 

to planning, creating, testing, publishing, and maintaining Web sites  

3. Implement the World Wide Web as a repository of the latest information in an ever-changing 

discipline and use the Internet to find information and determine its credibility. 

4. Demonstrate graphic design basics for the web, including these concepts: color, contrast, 

readability, effective text, imagery, attention maps Create spreadsheets and charts for problem-

solving. 

5. Demonstrate page layout for the web, including these concepts: containment, alignment, 

grouping, rhythm and repetition, logical order. 

6. Identify ways to promote a published Web Site. 

 

V. Grading Policy: 

Grades will be calculated based upon the following scale unless licensing or accreditation boards have a 

higher standard: 

 

100 – 90% A 

  89 – 80% B 

  79 – 70% C 

  69 – 60% D 

 Below 60% F 



 

VI. Credit Description: 

 A credit hour is defined as one hour of classroom instruction and a minimum of two hours of out-of-class 

student work each week for approximately fifteen weeks for one semester of credit.  So for every course 

credit hour, the typical student should expect to spend at least three clock hours per week of concentrated 

attention on course-related work, including but not limited to time attending class, as well as out-of-class 

time spent reading, reviewing, organizing notes, preparing for upcoming quizzes/exams, problem solving, 

developing and completing projects, and other activities that enhance learning.  Thus, for a three hour 

course, a typical student should expect to spend at least nine hours per week dedicated to the course. 

 

 

VII. Common Learning Expectations:  All sections of Web Design & Development use the activities 

listed below to measure whether you learned a required learning outcome for this course:   

1. Complete the six steps in website development in designing your own web site 

2. Create a website implementing the concepts, techniques and design tips developed during 

the semester 

 

 


